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Abstract
This paper discusses the challenges non-prescriptive language uses in chatbot communication create for Semantic
Parsing (SP). To help SP developers improve their systems, we propose a flexible error typology based on an anal-
ysis of a sample of non-prescriptive language uses mined from a domain-specific chatbot logs. This typology is not
tied to any specific language model. We also present a framework for automatically mapping errors to the typology.
Finally, we show how our framework can help evaluate SP systems from a linguistic robustness perspective. Our
framework can be expanded to include new error classes across different domains and user demographics.
Keywords: chatbot utterances, language prescription, semantic parsing, typology, errors

1. Introduction
Semantic Parsing (SP), which converts utterances
to symbolic forms to represent meaning, fails to
analyze utterances which are not modeled by un-
derlying language models or grammars (Huang
et al., 2021; Manandise and de Peuter, 2020;
Zhang et al., 2020). Ideally, robust parsing would
produce analyses even when utterances are not
well-formed. In practice, as there are no 100%
parsing guarantees, a language framework in
which SP is integrated might rely on additional pro-
cesses such as Grammar Error Correction (GEC)
to rectify input prior to parsing. For example,
the English Resource Grammar (Copestake and
Flickinger, 2000; Oepen and Flickinger, 2019) and
its parser Answer Constraint Engine are highly
sensitive to prescriptive English. Consider the ut-
terances in Table 1. While the prescriptive utter-
ance (1a) parses accurately, (1b) without a deter-
miner in front of the singular noun ‘daughter ’ fails
to parse. Correcting ‘daughter ’ into its plural form
in (1c) or substituting it by a mass noun like ‘bread’
in (1d) ensure parsing. English grammar sanc-
tions determiner-less nominal heads for plural or
mass nouns.

(a) Can I claim my daughter as a dependent?
(b) Can I claim daughter as a dependent?
(c) Can I claim daughters as a dependent?
(d) Can I claim bread as a dependent?

Table 1: Some Non-/Prescriptive Utterances

Many utterances produced on-the-fly by users
while engaging with a chatbot1 stray from prescrip-

*Both authors contributed equally to this work.
1The customer-service chatbot in our study is spe-

cific to the tax domain. See section 2.

(a) how delete the state return?
(b) to eliminates fee down grade
(c) tax return not free why
(d) I am eligibne for free vertion byt the wwb-

sitw keep telling me I to sign up for deluxe
to dile why I being charged for Turbm Tax

Table 2: Examples of Real-Time User Utterances

tive English. Consider the utterances in Table 2.
Though interpretable by human agents, these ut-
terances in the wild are difficult for SP to parse (Ju-
rcıcek et al.; Huang et al., 2021; Manandise and
Srivastava, 2022). Even after GEC, utterances
can remain non-prescriptive. For instance, a T5-
based GEC2 for spelling and grammar corrects
some tokens in 2(d), respectively, ‘eligibne’ to ‘eli-
gible’, ‘vertion’ to ‘version’, and ‘wwbsitw’ to ‘web-
site’. However, word-level misspellings still re-
main, and the syntactic ungrammaticalities in 2(a-
d) persist as is.
In Computational Linguistics, typologies of errors
are established artifacts. Typically, these are tied
to specific end tasks and defined to measure the
quality of automatically-generated output. For in-
stance, in machine translation (MT) 3 (Lommel,
2018), a typology of errors helps set the features
relevant to measure the accuracy of the machine
output given a source text. Our typology of er-
rors does not classify inaccurate parses output by
SP, but rather the language-specific features in the
source that contribute to SP failures.
Our Main Contributions:

• We present a typology that categorizes errors

2A T5-based GEC trained on C4_200M dataset
3http://qt21.eu/mqm-definition/

https://github.com/google-research-datasets/C4_200M-synthetic-dataset-for-grammatical-error-correction
http://qt21.eu/mqm-definition/
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and non-prescriptive language uses (NPLUs)
discovered during our experiments with four
symbolic SP systems. Table 3 displays our
expandable typology of errors and NPLUs.

• Our proposed typology has multiple advan-
tages as it is model-independent, serves as
a template for error analysis in SP and GEC
systems. It can guide SP development pri-
oritization based on linguistic robustness, be
adapted to new domains and languages, and
can aid in language model selection through
error distribution analysis.

• We develop an automated error classification
framework using a Large Language Model
(LLM) to identify errors in NPLUs and cate-
gorize them according to our proposed typol-
ogy. Furthermore, we present an analysis of
the parse failures of the SP systems used in
our study using this framework.

In the following sections, we present our analysis
of SP failures, which laid the foundation to create
an extendable error typology and a system for au-
tomated error analysis.

2. Background
We analyze the chat logs of the TurboTax Vir-
tual Assistant (TTA), a chat application embedded
in the TurboTax4 Online product. TurboTax cus-
tomers engage in writing in English via free-form
input texts with TTA to get help on various product-
, tax- and customer-specific questions relevant to
Canada and United States tax filing.
The current TTA is intent-based. TTA does not
always pair queries with accurate pre-existing in-
tents or know what to do with some queries, la-
beling them as ‘fallback’. Other venues for inter-
preting TTA ‘fallback’ queries would be to perform
deeper semantic analysis with SP. However, SP
relies on prescriptive language uses.
Our experiments using a corpus of 34K non-
prescriptive utterances show that, after GEC, 43%
of the utterances remain irreparable. For chatbots
that rely on SP for query interpretation this class of
utterances contribute to parse and, consequently,
conversation failures.
With the goal of assessing the robustness of SP
against the ‘fallback’ queries, we experimented
with four symbolic SP frameworks. For our study,
we chose symbolic rather than neural SP as
NPLUs are out-of-distribution examples, which are
more problematic for neural SP. As discussed
in (Huang et al., 2021) neural SP is also chal-
lenged by input quality (such as example 1(b) in
Table 1); the robustness of SOTA neural SP drops

4https://turbotax.intuit.com/

Class/Level Word Phrase Utterance

Orthography Spelling,
Capitalization,
Insertion,
Omission,
Abbreviation,
Acronym

Capitalization,
Erroneous
Punctua-
tion,
Omitted
Punctuation

Lexicon Idiom,
Negation,
Out-of-
Vocabulary

Word Order,
Idiom,
MWE,
Out-of-
Vocabulary,
Nominal
Compound

Coordination,
Subordination

Morphology Affix,
Comparative,
Superlative

Case,
Deverbal
Noun,
Agreement,
Tense,
Negation

Agreement,
Tense,
Negation

Grammar Part of
Speech,
Omission

Case,
Omission,
Comparative,
Superlative,
Subject
Omission

Coordination,
Prepositional
Attachment,
Word Order,
Ellipsis,
Anaphora,
Apposition,
Topicalization

Semantics Sense,
Fuzzy
Choice,
Negation,
Temporal
Reference,
Spatial Ref-
erence,
Pronoun

Double
Negation,
Quantification,
Temporal
Reference

Double
Negation,
Negative
Concord

Table 3: Our Proposed Error and NPLU Typology

by 10%-15% in the presence of meaning preserv-
ing perturbed utterances. Contrary to neural SP,
symbolic SP allows for insights into the underlying
meaning-composition process of the utterances.
(Qorib and Ng, 2022) presents robustness analy-
sis of GEC systems. While some SOTA GEC sys-
tems such as gT5 (Rothe et al., 2021) and GEC-
ToR (Omelianchuk et al., 2020) outperform hu-
mans by awidemargin on the CoNLL-2014 bench-
mark test set, there remains classes of errors that
GEC systems fail to correct. For instance, with
double negation ‘I didnt enter nothing in box c’ in
Table 6, the T5-based GEC model corrects the ut-
terance into ‘I didnt enter anything in box c.’. How-
ever, without additional user sociolinguistic mark-
ers, GEC ignores the possibility of negative con-
cord where two negation elements for a user of
non-standard English is to be interpreted as a sin-
gle negation ’I entered something in box c.’.

https://turbotax.intuit.com/
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Orthography

• Spelling: i have Medicare Health insursnce

• Abbreviations, Acronyms: Sch B Prt 2

• Character Insertion: can5t access return

• Space Insertion: re load w2

• Spelling Variants: Trying to add aW2 from
my 2nd job

Grammar: Part of Speech

• in 0000 I work for an employer and self-
employed whats the best option

Semantics: Fuzzy Choice
• I have other job and I thought I could send
in my w2s separately

Table 4: Examples of NPLUs at Word-Level

3. Linguistic Classification of Errors
and NPLUs

In order to discover problematic utterances, we
conducted SP experiments over the TTA fallback
dataset to surface which—not how many, frag-
mented utterances and NPLUs parse success-
fully, break parsing, and necessitate correction to
prevent parse failures.
We used four off-the-shelf symbolic SP frame-
works, namely (i) Abstract Meaning Represen-
tation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013; Damonte
et al., 2017), (ii) Combinatory Categorical Gram-
mar (CCG) (Martínez-Gómez et al., 2016), (iii)
Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) (Copestake
et al., 2005), (iv) FrameSemantics (Chanin, 2022);
and one GEC framework. These semantic parsers
each have their strengths andweaknesses. For in-
stance, while an MRS-based parser fails to parse
‘Can I claim daughter as a dependent?’, the AMR-
based parser succeeds.

3.1. Formulating a Typology of Errors
and NPLUs

For the typology generation (see Table 3), we ran-
domly selected 10K utterances from the 34K fall-
back set that the four parsers all fail to parsec5.
The 10K utterances were manually annotated by
4 human annotators to expose specific linguistic
problems. The descriptions were consolidated to
select linguistic labels. After several iterations of
human-annotated linguistic analyses of the utter-
ances, 3 error levels and 5 top classes were iden-
tified. Each class subsumes any number of sub-

5Given the small size of our working corpus (10K ut-
terances with NPLUs that the 4 symbolic SP systems in
our study all fail to parse), we consider NPLUs with low
frequency of occurrence. For our typology, NPLUs are
independent of their quantitative footprint.

Lexicon

• Word Order: identification employer num

• Idiom: bank account wrong routining num-
ber

Morphology

• Deverbal Noun: didn’t receive unemploy
compensation or family leave

• Tense: my daughter college living ex-
penses apartment food car insurance can
be add

• Comparative: continue when I get my data
Is that a gooder plan

Grammar

• Comparative: I’ve estimated more closer
to 0000 Can I get support with where such
difference is emerging

• Omission + WO: tax return not free why

• Subject Omission: claim daughter as a
dependent

Semantics: Temporal Reference

• I just update my TurboTax 0000 program
and it wants the serial number

Table 5: Examples of NPLUs at Phrase-Level

Orthography

• Omitted Punctuation: Please help me re-
treivemyW2 from last year I’ve downloaded
2x and now I’m getting frustrated

• Erroneous Punctuation: I am trying to en-
ter my state tax information , for box 00 of
my W0 , there is no texas in the drop down
menu need to enter texas

Morphology: Agreement

• I updates my TurboTax 0000 program and it
wants the serial number Why

Grammar

• Apposition: i uploaded file, my return

• Coordination: my daughter college living
expenses apartment food car insurance can
be add

• Word Order: taxes paid get proof how

• Prepositional Attachment: to account up-
date didnt apply

• Ellipsis: in 0000 I work for an employer and
self-employed whats the best option for me
to file

Semantics: Double Negation
• I didnt enter nothing in box c.

Table 6: Examples of NPLUs at Utterance-Level
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Level Class Subclass
92.88% 90.47% 75.78%

Table 7: Accuracy of the LLM-Based Classifier

Class/Level Word Phrase Utterance
Orthography 18.18% 0.37% 0.21%
Lexicon 1.89% 3.54% 0.04%
Morphology 0.66% 1.66% 0.26%
Grammar 17.99% 18.89% 8.99%
Semantics 5.7% 15.98% 2.28%

Table 8: Error Distribution in NPLUs (10K) Using
Our Automated Analysis

classes that relate to linguistic problems encoun-
tered in the data; subclasses are expandable and
not fixed, to allow for new data discovery and ad-
ditonal coverage.
An error in an utterance can exist at three levels,
namely word, phrase, and utterance. A single ut-
terance can have errors and NPLUs at all 3 lev-
els and in more than 1 class and subclass. Word
level refers to errors within single-token words; for
instance, wrong characters within a word or when
a word is erroneously split (see Table 4). Phrase
level refers to expressions that have spaces like
multi-word expressions (MWE) as well as to syn-
tactic phrases (see Table 5). Utterance level
refers to errors and NPLUs that affect the gram-
mar of an utterance, namely, errors and NPLUs
that are distributed throughout the utterances (see
Table 6). The errors in the examples in Tables 4,
5, and 6 are highlighted in red.
This typology allows for the training of models
and designing of processes to address domain-
specific errors. Although it may not cover all er-
rors, it can identify which ones disrupt SP. More-
over, this error classification can be customized
not only for a specific domain but also for non-
standard or non-mainstream language varieties.

3.2. From Typology to Automated Error
Analysis of Semantic Parsing
Failures

We developed an automated approach to classify
errors and NPLUs per our proposed typology us-
ing a Large Language Model (LLM), specifically
we used GPT-3.5 Turbo6.
To perform error classification, we instruct the LLM
via a prompt which consists of:

• Typology of errors
• Few-shot examples (6 in our case) for map-
ping of utterances to errors

• Utterance

6https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/
gpt-3-5

Subclass Error %
Part of Speech 19.77
Omission 14.9
Subject Omission 2.29
Coordination 4.01
Prepositional Attachment 0.29
Word Order 16.91
Ellipsis 4.58
Anaphora 0.86
Apposition 1.15

Table 9: Subclass Error Distribution for Errors in
Grammar Class at All Levels

Class/Parser AMR CCG MRS Frame
Orthography 19.91% 18.03% 18.31% 12.16%
Lexicon 6.21% 5.99% 5.63% 4.05%
Morphology 2.22% 2.24% 4.22% 1.35%
Grammar 44.47% 44.67% 35.21% 47.29%
Semantics 23.79% 25.36% 36.62% 31.08%

Table 10: Error Distribution of Failures for 4 Sym-
bolic SPs Using Our Automated Error Analysis

We report the accuracy of our error classifier (see
Table 7) for Level, Class, and Subclass, using the
ground truth we curated (10K samples) in the ty-
pology creation process.
Table 8 shows the distribution of errors in NPLUs
(10K datasize) identified using our error classifica-
tion framework. Table 9 displays the subclass er-
rors at the ‘Grammar ’ class at all levels. We used
our automated framework to gather statistics (see
Table 10) on the error classification of semantic
parsers7. For example, 23.79% of the AMR-based
parse failures are due to semantic errors. Frame
Semantics-based parser failures are mostly due to
grammatical errors (47.29%).
These results can provide useful insights into the
weaknesses of a SP system, and be suggestive of
areas for improvement and extensions.

4. Conclusion
The typology can be extended by analyzing errors
in more chat data sources. Automated tooling can
be developed to integrate robustness metrics in
development of SP systems based on a typology.
Aided by a typology of errors and NPLUs, a venue
could be to model utterance productions as vari-
ants of a standard language. While some NPLUs
are adhoc and hard to predict no matter the size
of a corpus, some NPLUs might fall within some
parameters of a linguistic class or subclass.

7The numbers reported in Table 10 are for 5K of pre-
viously unseen utterances from the fallback dataset.

https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5
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Limitations
In this paper, we focused on data selected from
Turbotax chatbot logs. In our prior experiments,
we also analyzed chatbot logs from the Quick-
books accounting app. Annotation efforts for both
Turbotax and Quickbooks logs showed similari-
ties in the non-prescriptive language uses for En-
glish. However, as there are many more TurboTax
than Quickbooks customers, we discovered error
classes that were not present in the Quickbooks
chat logs. With more seed error classes from Tur-
boTax, we were able to expand a typology of errors
to experiment with.
While Turbotax chatbot has a narrow focus of help-
ing users file their taxes, the users often embark on
exchanges with the chatbot where they share per-
sonal stories and information as part of the context
to file taxes. These exchanges are broad enough
to be tax-independent and representative of gen-
eral conversations with chatbots. The range of ex-
changes vary from tax-specific content to raging
about their lives and their tax status.
It will be useful to consider more chat data sources
to extend the error typology proposed in this paper.

Ethics Statement
This work has been conducted keeping in mind
best ethical practices. The selection of the data
used in our experiments (34k chats) was purely
random. The only fix points for the retrieval of
chats were dates (peak usage) and tax years. The
chatbot allows free text input with no editing of the
input. For annotation, full-time specialists were
not used. The annotators consisted of computer
scientists (engineers and computational linguists)
working on the project. The annotators were ei-
ther native speakers of English or highly proficient
in English as a second language (if not bilingual
English/other language). We did not include pur-
posely instances specific to any vernacular use
of English. The data is completely anonymized,
and there has been no bias against a segment
of people using a certain dialect or variation of
the English language. The socioeconomic demo-
graphics of the users of TurboTax can range from
highly educated users to users not having com-
pleted high school. Furthermore, the users are
distributed geographically across all states, coun-
ties and cities in the US, and they engage with the
chatbot using the language of their geolocation.
The age of TurboTax users ranges from 18 and
up.
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